
3. 

 

Self-evaluation: Discuss on a single page at least three things you have done since the self-
evaluation to improve your effectiveness as a board member. Include a copy of your completed 
self-evaluation.  

 
Issues on which I have focused since completion of my Level IV self-evaluation are listed 
below. 

Speaking at Board Meetings: 
     Although I will always struggle with a degree of timidity, I am making a concentrated effort 
to speak out and address researched issues as appropriate at board meetings, always choosing my 
words carefully so as not to offend those with differing opinions. Though there is gradual 
improvement, I still dread pulling the microphone forward; an abundance of self-confidence has 
never been a personal strength. 

Channeling complaints and potential problems to the proper authority:      
     I respond as timely as possible to each parental email, beginning with a standard opening – 
‘Thank you for your input (inquiry); your correspondence has been directed to the appropriate 
CMCSS personnel providing the most current and thorough information’.  I then add personal 
comments as needed and forward the email to the Director of Schools who makes the decision as 
to which department will respond with knowledgeable accuracy.  The Director has requested a 
record of all parental issues; these issues are then filed in a system folder titled ‘Parental 
Concerns’. 

Supporting abundant communication of school information to community members and 
soliciting community information pertaining to instructional program needs:   
     CMCSS administrative departments have compiled impressive, streamlined, and efficient 
informational files in each school related area. I gratefully utilize this data while referencing and 
promoting this readily available material as I endeavor to interact with community members’ 
inquiries.  While always respecting the pandemic guidelines, I am striving to attend and present 
at more community events, sharing related information, answering questions when possible and 
gathering community input and concerns. Although I readily attend county wide school events, 
generally more invitations are received from within my own District 2.  During the past 17 
months, parental communication has primarily focused on Covid 19 related issues with concerns 
and complaints concentrated on restraints of school activities and promotions of mask 
requirements. 
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